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Is the industrial composition of west Michigan’s base 
industries, relative to the nation’s, any different now than in 
2007, before the Great Recession? the short answer is no. 
While it is true that employment in the six west Michigan 
metropolitan areas fell by 40,000 workers from the fourth 
quarter of 2007 to the third quarter of 2011, including the 
loss of more than 24,000 manufacturing jobs, the region’s 
industrial composition—again, relative to the nation’s—has 
changed very little. Moreover, the region continues to be 
strongly concentrated in manufacturing. 
In this analysis we use location quotients to measure the 
change in industrial concentration in the region from the 
fourth quarter of 2007 to the third quarter of 2011. An 
industry’s location quotient for a region is defined as its 
percentage of the region’s total employment divided by 
the industry’s percentage of total U.S. employment.  If the 
industry’s location quotient for a region is one, then the 
industry accounts for the same percentage of the region’s 
employment as it does for the nation as a whole. Regional 
industries that have a location quotient greater than one can 
be considered as part of the region’s industry base, since it is 
more concentrated in the region than in the nation as a whole.
As shown below, the six metro areas in west Michigan clearly 
maintained their high concentration in manufacturing after 
the recession. In fact, in the holland–Grand haven MSA, 
where manufacturing was already more than three times 
more concentrated than in the nation in the fourth quarter 
of 2007, manufacturing concentration grew by 1.7 percent 
during the period. Manufacturing concentration increased 
in the Muskegon–Norton Shores MSA as well.  Except for 
a 6.7 percent decline in manufacturing concentration in the 
Kalamazoo-portage MSA over that nearly four-year period, the 
other west Michigan MSAs held their own in manufacturing, 
relative to the nation. In other words, manufacturing activity 
is just as important to the region’s economy now as it was 
before the recession.
of course, manufacturing is not the only economic base 
activity in the region. the other base industries in the west 
Michigan metro areas are also listed in the table. Some became 
more concentrated during the period, including government 
services (federal) in the Battle Creek MSA, professional and 
business services in the Grand Rapids–Wyoming MSA, and 
retail trade in the Muskegon–Norton Shores MSA.
Somewhat surprisingly, the region’s concentration in 
education and health activity remained fairly stable during 
the period, except for a 14.8 percent drop in the Battle Creek 
MSA. Although employment grew in this sector in west 
Michigan, its growth matched or was slightly lower than the 
nation’s as a whole. In short, health care is a major employer 
everywhere.
Finally, it is somewhat surprising that the leisure and 
hospitality sector does not stand out as a base industry in 
west Michigan. Its location quotient was less than one for the 
MSAs of Grand Rapids–Wyoming, holland–Grand haven 
(ottawa County), and Niles–Benton harbor, which includes 
the cities of St. Joseph and New Buffalo. Furthermore, leisure 
and hospitality activity declined, relative to that of the nation, 
in the Muskegon–Norton Shores MSA during this period.
In summary, we came out of the recession looking about the 
same as we did entering it, only a bit leaner.
Did the Great Recession Change Us?
WEST MICHIGAN VIEWPOINT
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Changes in Employment Concentration of the Base Industries in the West Michigan MSA
Location quotient
 Metro area Industry Q4, 2007 Q3, 2011 Percent change
 Battle Creek Manufacturing 2.09 2.21       5.9
Education and health services   1.23   1.05     −14.8
other services   1.03   1.02       −1.3
 Grand Rapids–Wyoming Government  1.00   1.15       15.5
Manufacturing   1.83   1.83         0.0
Wholesale trade 1.33 1.28     −3.2
professional and business services 1.14 1.26     10.5
Education and health services 1.13 1.13       0.3
other services 1.06 1.12       5.4
 Holland–Grand Haven Manufacturing 3.09 3.14       1.7
other services   1.13   1.10       −2.7
 Kalamazoo-Portage Manufacturing 1.54 1.44     −6.7
Leisure and hospitality   1.13   1.14         0.4
Education and health services 1.12 1.08     −3.1
other services   1.06   1.19       12.8
 Muskegon–Norton Shores Manufacturing   1.96   2.03         3.4
Retail trade   1.55   1.69         8.7
Education and health services   1.27   1.26       −1.1
Leisure and hospitality 1.14 0.96   −16.5
 Niles–Benton Harbor Manufacturing   2.19   2.19       −0.2
other services   1.27   1.09     −14.6
Education and health services 1.11 1.08    −2.7
NATIONAL ECONOMY
Modest Improvement in the Third Quarter  
the nation’s GDp rose at a moderate 2.0 percent annualized 
rate during the third quarter. While the economy grew at 
a faster pace during this quarter than in the previous two 
quarters, the quarter’s growth rate will generate relatively 
little employment growth.
Consumer spending and businesses buying equipment and 
software powered the economy during the quarter. Consumer 
spending grew at a 2.3 percent annualized rate, up from a 
paltry 0.7 percent pace in the second quarter. Business 
investment spending on equipment and software increased at 
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Consumer Spending Rose Despite a General Lack of 
Confidence in the Economy
households continue to face major economic challenges: 
job markets remain weak, housing prices continue to be soft, 
wage growth is sluggish, and the stock market has fluctuated 
wildly. Still, consumer spending rose during the quarter, and 
spending on durable goods in particular increased at a 5.5 
percent annualized rate.
Moreover, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that retail 
sales rose by 0.5 percent in october, after having increased 
by 1.1 percent in September. this year’s october sales are 
7.2 percent above last year’s volumes. Based solely on the 
october sales report, some economists are forecasting that 
economic growth in the fourth quarter will be at least as 
strong as in the third.
Still, consumer confidence, as measured by either the 
Conference Board or the thomson Reuters/University of 
Michigan Surveys of Consumers, is at recessionary lows. the 
Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index fell in October 
to 39.8, from 46.4 in September (1985 = 100), a level unseen 
since in the last recession. the recent polling of households by 
thomson Reuters/University of Michigan reached the same 
results: that survey found that consumer sentiment in the third 
quarter was below the lowest level reached during the 2007–
2009 recession. Moreover, consumers’ attitudes about their 
future incomes, housing prices, and the employment outlook 
are all in the basement. 
In the short term, consumer spending is providing welcome 
support for continued economic growth to the end of the year; 
however, consumer attitudes may present one of the strongest 
headwinds facing the economy as we start the new year.
Labor Markets Remain Soft
Employers hired only 120,000 workers in November, 
and in the entire third quarter employment rose by only 
297,000 workers. the standard rule of thumb suggests that 
the economy needs to generate 125,000 net new jobs each 
month just to absorb new entrants. however, the current 
employment growth pushed the nation’s unemployment rate 
downward. the nation’s unemployment rate dropped to 8.6 
percent in November. 
Housing Is Still Swamped
Residential construction rose at a 1.6 percent annualized rate 
in the third quarter; however, the level of activity in the sector 
is still less than half of what it was in 2006. Building permit 
issues also increased in october and are at their highest 
annualized rate, 434,000, for past 10 months. But again, 
this october activity was just one-third of that recorded in 
october 2006.
Across the nation’s 20 major cities, housing prices as of 
August had increased for the fifth straight month; however, 
prices are still down 3.8 percent from a year ago, according to 
the S&p/Case-Shiller index. Although prices are improving, 
there are plenty of road blocks standing in the way of the 
housing market. Foreclosed properties continue to enter the 
market, pulling home prices down, and lending standards 
at most banks remain stringent (see below). After declining 
for the previous three quarters, foreclosure filings during the 
third quarter of 2011 increased—but by less than 1 percent— 
to 610,000, according to Realtytrac. Still, from September to 
September, foreclosure fillings are down by 38 percent.  The 
average time it takes to process a foreclosure now stands at 
336 days, making it difficult to predict when foreclosures will 
stop flooding the market with below-market-priced homes. In 
short, the housing market, traditionally a leading sector in an 
economic recovery, is still flat.
Manufacturing Activity Holds Steady
In october, manufacturing employment was up 220,000, 
or nearly 2 percent, above the same month last year. And 
according to the october results of the Institute of Supply 
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Management’s (ISM) survey of purchasing managers, the 
nation’s manufacturing sector continues to expand. the ISM 
purchasing Managers Index (pMI) stood at 50.8 in october, 
the twenty-seventh consecutive month the index was above 
the 50 mark, which reflects a growing manufacturing sector.
Banks Are Still Holding Tight
According to the Federal Reserve’s october survey of senior 
bank officers, most of the nation’s banks are not easing their 
credit standards, nor are they experiencing any substantial 
increase in requests for loans. Uncertainty regarding the 
strength of the current recovery was cited as the primary 
reason for banks retaining their tight standards. In addition, 
to no one’s surprise, banks have tightened their standards on 
loans to European banks.
While some banks reported a decline in the demand for 
commercial and industrial loans, others reported a stronger 
demand. on the household side, most banks reported increased 
activity, especially for refinancing; however, demand for 
home equity loans has fallen, and demand for consumer loans 
has remained unchanged.
How Scared Should We Be about the European Crisis?
After a series of bailouts and agreed-upon austerity packages, 
accompanied by serious and occasionally violent protests, 
the European Union (EU) is still struggling to find a solution 
to the rolling debt crisis that continues to spread across the 
continent. Moreover, as more than 1,000 workers packed their 
bags at bankrupt MF Global’s brokerage unit in New York, 
which had overinvested in European government bonds, it 
is becoming clear that we should be worried about what is 
happening on the European continent.
First, the United States and the EU are the two largest 
economies in the world and are highly integrated. U.S. 
business investments in the EU are three times the amount 
of its Asian investments, according the European trade 
Commission. therefore, if the EU economies run aground, 
it will have substantial impacts on our exports and corporate 
investments. Recently, the European trade Commission 
released its annual forecast, which predicted that the EU 
would grow by only 0.5 percent next year. Second, the fall 
of the Euro will likely only strengthen the dollar, making our 
exports more expensive.
Although the collapse of MF Global indicates a clear 
and present danger, reports claim that the U.S. financial 
institutions have been reducing their risk from the euro zone 
debt markets. According to JpMorgan, prime money-market 
funds have cut their ties to the EU by more than 50 percent 
since May.  
Nevertheless, the U.S. financial system is still heavily invested 
in European banks. the Congressional Research Service 
estimates that U.S. banks have $640 billion dollars tied up in 
banks in the fiscally distressed countries of Portugal, Ireland, 
Greece, and Spain. Moreover, U.S. banks are estimated to have 
at least a $1.2 trillion exposure to German and French banks, 
which are underpinning the entire EU. Not surprisingly, when 
asked, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke admitted 
that “I don’t think we’d be able to escape the consequences of 
a blowup in Europe.” 
Monetary Policy: An Issue of Liquidity 
It seems that everyone is holding cash. Banks are holding 
$1.6 trillion in deposits at the Federal Reserve. Corporations, 
likewise, although they again raked in record profits in the 
third quarter (after taxes, an 11.4 percent increase over the 
previous year’s third quarter), are sitting on all that cash.
Finally, a new study by Moebs Services found that households, 
as well, have been taking their money out of certificates of 
deposit (CDs) and putting it in checking accounts. Moebs 
found that since the end of 2007, households have transferred 
more than $900 billion from CDs into checking and money 
market accounts that pay little-to-no interest but provide 
liquidity. Some analysts suggest that this move to hold ready 
cash is a sign of recessionary thinking, prompted by the 
dismal outlook reflected in the recent consumer confidence 
surveys mentioned above. households and businesses appear 
to be more concerned about making day-to-day payments 
than investing.
Economic Outlook
the University of Michigan’s Research Seminar in 
Quantitative Economics (RSQE) released its 2012 and 2013 
forecasts for the U.S. economy on November 17. the group 
estimates that GDp will increase by 2.4 percent in 2012 and 
by a similar 2.5 percent in 2013. Such modest output gains are 
not expected to ease the nation’s unemployment problems; 
in 2012, the RSQE forecasts that the nation’s unemployment 
rate will be at 8.9 percent, and in 2012 it predicts that the rate 



















Today Is Good; Tomorrow Is Worrisome
In their october edition of the Beige Book, economic 
analysts at the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank reported 
that economic activity picked up modestly in September. 
Consumer spending was slightly better, and contacted 
manufacturers reported improving conditions, including 
an increase in new orders and longer order backlogs.  the 
region’s heavy equipment producers, heavy and light truck 
manufacturers, food processors, and auto plants all reported 
greater activity. of particular note is that the analysts found 
that the “district auto suppliers reported that recent orders 
had exceeded expectations, along with [creating] concerns 
of being able to meet any additional demand in the near 
term.” Finally, the region’s steel industry continued to run 
at high levels.  Moreover, the bank’s regional analysts found 
that expectations among the contacted manufacturers were 
“cautiously optimistic” for the short term, in part because of 
improving export markets.
Still, the longer-term outlook for both manufacturers and 
retailers seems murky. Contacted manufacturers remain 
concerned about the global economic outlook, with several 
reporting an unwillingness to expand capacity, given elevated 
uncertainty. Meanwhile, retailers are worried about declining 
consumer confidence and “spending fatigue.” 
Despite the upper Midwest’s sluggish labor market—more 
than a million individuals are unemployed in the multistate 
region—the bank’s regional analysts, when they contacted 
employers in health care, information technology, engineering, 
and manufacturing, were told by these employers that they 
could not find workers with the skills that they need. Several 
of the manufacturers contacted said that they had had to start 
training programs for both new and existing employees. 
Indeed, the apparent existence of a significant skills mismatch 
in the face of today’s high unemployment rates is somewhat 
of a mystery.
the analysts found that residential construction remains quiet 
in the region; however, there is a notable increase in demand 
for production and distribution facilities. Construction of 
retail structures was flat.
Except for some homeowners taking advantage of low 
mortgage rates to refinance their homes, banking activity 
was pretty quiet in September.  the analysts found that credit 
conditions remain tight, and banks reported “softer business 
and consumer loan demand.”
The Region Leads the Nation in Manufacturing Growth
Employment in the five Great Lakes states increased by 0.9 
percent during the 12-month period ending in September, 
which was below the 1.2 percent increase in the remaining 
45 states. Michigan led the regional pack, with its total 
employment increasing by 1.3 percent. ohio came in second, 
at 1.1 percent, Illinois and Wisconsin both saw a 0.8 percent 
rise, and employment in Indiana remained unchanged.  
Employment in the region’s manufacturing sector increased 
by a strong 2.1 percent, which surpassed the rest of the nation, 
Great Lakes Employment and Earningsa
September September Percent September September Percent
Great Lakes region 2011 2010 change Great Lakes region 2011 2010 change
Illinois Ohio
total employment 5,702,300 5,655,100 0.8 total employment 5,125,500 5,068,700 1.1
Mfg. employment 573,700 562,800 1.9 Mfg. employment 635,000 627,000 1.3
Avg. weekly hours 40.7 39.8 2.3 Avg. weekly hours 41.4 40.3 2.7
Avg. hourly earnings $18.40 $17.13 7.4 Avg. hourly earnings $19.48 $18.75 3.9
Indiana Wisconsin
total employment 2,825,200 2,823,900  0.0 total employment 2,777,400 2,755,900 0.8
Mfg. employment 457,000 453,300  0.8 Mfg. employment 452,100 437,400 3.4
Avg. weekly hours 41.9 42.1 −0.5 Avg. weekly hours 41.8 40.2 4.0
Avg. hourly earnings $18.28 $18.56 −1.5 Avg. hourly earnings $17.39 $18.07 −3.8
Michigan United States
total employment 3,958,500 3,909,100 1.3 total employment (000) 131,334 129,844 1.1
Mfg. employment 504,600 487,300 3.6 Mfg. employment (000) 11,741 11,545 1.7
Avg. weekly hours 44.4 44.7 −0.7 Avg. weekly hours 41.3 41.3 0.0
Avg. hourly earnings $20.82 $21.99 −5.3 Avg. weekly hours $18.92 $18.65 1.4
NotE: September 2011 numbers are preliminary.
aEmployment numbers are seasonally adjusted for both the nation and the states.  Average weekly hours and earnings are seasonally adjusted for the nation only.
SoURCE:  U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
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  AUTO INDUSTRY UPDATE
where manufacturing employment rose by 1.6 percent. Again, 
Michigan led the way with a robust 3.6 percent increase in 
manufacturing employment. Wisconsin was a close second, 
recording a 3.4 percent growth rate for the 12-month period. 
the remaining three states in the region also enjoyed increases 
in manufacturing employment during the period.
however, there are signs that the region’s economy may 
be slowing down.  the Midwest Economy Index (MEI), 
developed by the Chicago Federal Reserve to measure growth 
in nonfarm business activity, fell in September, dropping to 
its lowest level since the end of 2009.  the August reading 
of the index was also down.   the index monitors changes 
in business activity in construction and mining, consumer 
spending, manufacturing, and services. 
Even though a slowdown in manufacturing activity 
contributed to the decline in the MEI, manufacturing was the 
only sector in the region that still reported positive growth 
in September. the MEI’s positive reading for manufacturing 
was supported by the 0.4 percent increase in the September 
reading of the Chicago Fed Midwest Manufacturing Index 
(CFMMI).  the monthly increase in the index was powered 
by a 1.2 percent increase in the auto sector and a smaller, 0.5 
percent increase in the multi-industry resource sector, which 
includes food, wood, paper, and chemicals.
In both September and october, auto and light truck sales 
grew at more than a 13-million-unit annualized rate after 
four months of disappointing sales. october was the best 
sales month since February. During the 12-month period 
ending in october, the Detroit three’s production levels 
rose by nearly 9 percent, and Chrysler’s production levels 
alone jumped by 24.2 percent. the Detroit three’s share of 
North American production for the first 10 months of the 
year reached nearly 58 percent, up from 55.5 percent during 
the same time period last year. other carmakers that enjoyed 
double-digit growth in North American car production were 
BMW, honda, hyundai, Kia, Mercedes, and Volkswagen. 
Ford production levels increased by only 1.4 percent, but 
GM witnessed a 7 percent increase in production. With 
its supplier base disrupted by the deadly earthquake and 
tsunami, toyota’s production fell by 7.3 percent.
Not only were the Detroit three’s production volumes up 
during the first 10 months of the year, the American trio’s 
market share of cars and light truck sales increased from 
45.1 percent last year to 47.1 percent this year. All three of 
the Detroit-based auto companies gained share in the period, 
led again by Chrysler, which enjoyed a 23.3 percent increase 
in sales. Sales for Ford rose by 10.6 percent, and GM sales 
increased by 14.9 percent. overall, total car and light truck 
sales increased by 10 percent during the period.
Looking toward the future, General Motors is focusing on 
the development of electrically powered vehicles. Ward’s 
Auto reports that since 2003 BM has invested $270 million 
in electric vehicles. GM already operates North America’s 
largest battery lab. Currently GM uses electric motors as 
part of the propulsion system in nine models. 
the University of Michigan is forecasting that auto sales 
will continue to expand during the next two years.  When 
the books close on 2011, the U of M forecasters believe that 
total sales of cars and light trucks will have reached 12.7 
million units.  In 2012, total sales are forecast to climb to 
13.5 million units, and, in 2013, sales are expected to hit 
14.3 million. 
Finally, big truck sales are up as well. According to Ward’s 
Auto, the sales of medium and heavy-duty trucks in the 
United States soared by 62.8 percent in october. the jump 
is largely due to a more-than-100 percent increase in the sale 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN ECONOMY
Yet Another Good Quarter
Total employment increased by 0.5 percent statewide as 
employers added 18,500 workers during the quarter. During 
the past four quarters, employment has increased by more 
than 65,000 jobs. Despite the quarter’s job gains, the state’s 
unemployment rate rose to 11.1 percent as the number of 
unemployed persons climbed by nearly 30,000. Statewide, 
economic indicators suggest that further employment gains 
can be expected in the coming months, which, it is hoped, will 
finally push the state’s unemployment rate down.
the state’s manufacturers added nearly 3,000 workers during 
the quarter, an increase of 0.6 percent. Most of the job gains 
were in the state’s auto-dominated durable goods production 
sector. of the nearly 3,000-person increase in employment, 
more than 80 percent were hired in durable goods production. 
Construction employment was up by 3.7 percent in the quarter 
and is up by 8.4 percent for the last four quarters.  
Employment in the state’s private service–providing sectors 
was basically flat for the quarter, increasing by only slightly 
more than 1,000 workers.  Strong employment gains in the 
education and medical sectors, resulting in a 1.4 percent jump, 
were offset by job reductions in professional and business 
services and in the leisure and hospitality sector. 
Employment in the state’s retail sector was down 0.2 percent 
during the quarter, resulting in a loss of 700 jobs, which is 
discouraging given the strong readings heretofore from the 
Michigan Retailers Association survey, conducted by the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. Until this quarter, the 
survey had shown a consistent increase in sales and hiring 
since the second quarter of 2009. the dip in retail employment 
this past quarter was reflected in the fact that personal income 
growth in the state has slowed.
Surprisingly, the government sector added jobs in the third 
quarter despite the ongoing budget crisis at the state and 
local levels. All of the gains in jobs were due to seasonal 
adjustment factors, as unadjusted employment numbers 
remained unchanged for the quarter. this suggests that 
education-sector hiring for the current school year may have 
started earlier than usual. 
Economic Outlook Is Promising
In the short term, indicators suggest that employment 
conditions will likely remain positive during the next several 
months. the number of new claims for unemployment 
insurance fell by 26.1 percent during the quarter, and the 
number of residential units put under contract for construction 
rose by 5.9 percent. In addition, Comerica Bank’s Michigan 
Economic Activity Index moved up a point in August, to 
87. So far this year the index is two points above last year’s 
average. 
In the longer term, the University of Michigan Research 
Seminar in Quantitative Economics (RSQE) forecasts 
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600,000 below its peak, reached in the second quarter of 
2000. Moreover, the forecast gains in employment will be 
insufficient to knock the state’s unemployment rate below 10 
percent, even in 2013.
the employment gains will, however, generate a welcome 
bump in the state’s personal income. the RSQE is forecasting 
that personal income will grow by 5.8 percent this year, by 




2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 3,930,290 3,911,760 0.5 3,865,070 1.7
Goods-producing 637,670 630,000 1.2 606,040 5.2
    Natural resources and mining 7,600 7,530 0.9 7,000 8.6
    Construction 130,770 126,100 3.7 120,600 8.4
    Manufacturing 499,300 496,370 0.6 478,440 4.4
        Durable goods 374,030 371,670 0.6 352,770 6.0
        Nondurable goods 125,270 124,700 0.5 125,670 -0.3
private service–providing 2,665,820 2,664,630 0.0 2,626,800 1.5
    trade, transportation, and utilities 714,500 713,330 0.2 709,800 0.7
        transportation and utilities 116,030 115,430 0.5 113,330 2.4
        Wholesale trade 153,800 152,400 0.9 151,100 1.8
        Retail trade 444,670 445,500 -0.2 445,370 -0.2
    Information 53,700 54,700 -1.8 56,070 -4.2
    Financial activities 187,630 187,100 0.3 185,900 0.9
    professional and business services 538,700 542,230 -0.7 519,600 3.7
    Educational and health services 635,730 627,030 1.4 615,430 3.3
    Leisure and hospitality 369,430 371,270 -0.5 373,870 -1.2
    other services 166,130 168,970 -1.7 166,130 0.0
Government 626,800 617,130 1.6 632,230 -0.9
Unemployment    
Number unemployed 518,950 489,150 6.1 580,940 -10.7
Unemployment rate (%) 11.0 10.3 12.2
State indexes (1996=100)
Local components
    UI initial claims 13,658 18,474 -26.1 15,351 -11.0
    New dwelling unitsa 7,894 7,452 5.9 8,750 -9.8
NotE:  Employment numbers for durable and nondurable goods, transportation and utilities, wholesale trade, and retail trade are seasonally adjusted 
  by the W.E. Upjohn Institute. other numbers are seasonally adjusted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  Categories may not sum to total because 
  of rounding. 
a Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
SoURCE:   W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill Information 
  Systems Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
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since employers in the state will have added 64,200 
workers by the end of 2011, will add another 31,500 in 
2012, and yet another 37,200 in 2013. A closer look at the 
RSQE forecast shows that the forecasters see continued 
employment growth in manufacturing, especially in the 
transportation equipment sector. Strong employment gains 
are also expected in professional and business services, 
which include temporary employment services, and in 
the education and health care sector, pushed primarily 
by gains in health care. Not surprisingly, government 
employment is expected to decline during the period. 
If this forecast is correct, this will be the first time since the 
late 1990s that the state has enjoyed three years of consistent 
employment gains. Still, even if the forecast employment 
gains are realized, employment in the state will still be 
WEST MICHIGAN ECONOMY
Total Employment Surges Despite Mixed Conditions
Total employment rose by 1.3 percent during the third 
quarter, as widespread growth was reported across all major 
industries. Among the six metropolitan areas that make up 
the region, conditions were varied; four regions posted robust 
job growth while the other two suffered losses. Labor market 
conditions also improved, although the overall unemployment 
rate declined only slightly, from 8.9 down to 8.8 percent. 
Regional economic indicators were mostly positive during 
the quarter, which suggests that conditions should continue to 
improve through the end of the year.
Goods-producing employment rose by 0.8 percent and 
was once again an area of strength for west Michigan. 
Manufacturing employment grew at a modest pace, while the 
construction and mining sector led the way with a strong 3.5 
percent increase in workers during the quarter. An upswing 
in both the residential housing market and the commercial 
market is likely helping to boost construction employment 
levels. According to a third-quarter report from real-estate 
firm Colliers International, the outlook for new industrial 
developments in west Michigan is good because of increasing 
demand and shrinking inventory of existing sites. Also, 
contracts for new dwelling units have been on the upswing 
in west Michigan, which suggests that demand for new home 
construction has improved.
Manufacturing employment expanded by 0.4 percent during 
the third quarter, which was healthy but modest compared 
to the sector’s performance during the first half of the year. 
Growth was once again widespread across both industries and 
regions, although nondurable goods producers have pulled 
back in some parts of west Michigan. the region’s automobile 
suppliers and office furniture manufacturers should continue 
to do well, based on larger trends.  Nationwide, automotive 
sales increased slightly over the past three months and several 
“Detroit three” brands gained market share, which should 
benefit local suppliers. The office furniture industry reported 
sales and production growth last quarter, although local 
employment levels have remained flat (see box on opposite 
page).
private service–providing employment increased by 1.4 
percent last quarter, which represents a nice turnaround from 
the second quarter of the year. Job gains were widespread 
across service industries; however, performance varied across 
the six metropolitan areas in the region, as two reported 
job losses and four reported job gains. the largest growth 
occurred in the educational and health services industry, 
which expanded by 1.5 percent last quarter, while the biggest 
turnaround happened in retail: employment in retail trade 
rose by 1.4 percent during the third quarter after tumbling 
by 1.3 percent in the second quarter. As shown in the retail 
index provided by the Michigan Retailers Association, retail 
activity has been volatile, but the overall average level has 
been mostly strong.
Government employment rose by 1.0 percent last quarter but 
remained down compared to the same time last year.  public 
sector employment is facing strong headwinds because 
of state and local budget cuts, and as a result government 
employment conditions have been highly variable in west 
Michigan.
overall, economic conditions showed a nice improvement 
in west Michigan during the third quarter. Additionally, most 
of the region’s economic indicators suggest that growth will 
continue for the next several months, as borne out by four 
major data series. First, initial claims for unemployment 
insurance declined by 10.3 percent last quarter and are now at 
a level similar to four years ago, before the start of the 2007–
2009 recession. Second, the recent Manpower Employment 
outlook predicts that hiring will be strong in the Grand 
Rapids–Wyoming MSA, which is the largest economy in 
west Michigan.  third, as shown in the accompanying chart, 
Internet search interest in the welfare and unemployment 
topic group declined last quarter. Movement in welfare 
and unemployment search activity, as measured by Google 
Insights, is expected to precede corresponding movement in 
the region’s unemployment rate.
Finally, contracts for new dwelling units in west Michigan 
increased by 10.3 percent. this suggests improvement in the 
market for new homes. however, the number of contracts for 
new dwelling units being issued remains at less than half the 
level seen in 2007, which illustrates how far the market still 
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NotE:  Index = percent reporting an increase in sales + [0.5 x (% reporting no change)].
  OFFICE FURNITURE INDUSTRY UPDATE
West Michigan (6 MSAs) Statistics
(seasonally adjusted)
2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 794,930 785,090 1.3 781,130 1.8
Goods-producing 169,990 168,570 0.8 165,330 2.8
    Construction and mining 27,250 26,330 3.5 26,510 2.8
    Manufacturing 142,740 142,240 0.4 138,820 2.8
private service–providing 525,470 518,070 1.4 514,320 2.2
    trade, transportation, and utilities 139,600 137,800 1.3 138,730 0.6
       Retail trade 83,780 82,600 1.4 83,760 0.0
    Information (5 MSAs)a 8,220 8,200 0.2 8,170 0.6
    Financial activities 35,220 34,870 1.0 34,970 0.7
    professional and business services 104,390 102,960 1.4 97,190 7.4
    Educational and health services 129,530 127,640 1.5 127,450 1.6
    Leisure and hospitality 71,830 70,250 2.2 71,700 0.2
    other services 36,680 36,350 0.9 36,110 1.6
Government 99,470 98,450 1.0 101,480 -2.0
Unemployment
Number unemployed 80,020 81,200 -1.5 97,630 -18.0
Unemployment rate (%) 8.8 8.9 10.7
Local indexes
UI initial claims 2,100 2,342 -10.3 2,312 -9.2
New dwelling unitsb 1,755 1,560 12.5 1,772 -1.0
NotE: Categories may not sum to total because of rounding. 
a Information employment data are not available for Battle Creek MSA.
b Seasonally adjusted annual rates.  Van Buren County is not included. 
SoURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Information Systems Company;
 and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
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The office furniture industry continues to be healthy, 
though the overall pace of growth is modest.  As shown 
in the accompanying chart, the current MADA Index, 
which reflects the composite results of a quarterly 
survey of the office furniture industry that is conducted 
by Michael A. Dunlap and Associates (MADA), was in 
positive territory last quarter (readings above 50 indicate 
growth). the overall MADA Index rose from 55.57 to 
56.36 between the second and third quarters of the year, 
which suggests a slight improvement in conditions. 
According to Dunlap and Associates, the industry “is still on 
solid ground and on a positive track,” although some industry 
leaders expressed concern over rising energy and material 
costs.  order shipments and capital expenditures have been 
strong areas for the industry; however, the employment 
index and the personal outlook of executives slipped slightly 
during the quarter, although it remained positive overall.
Employment data for the industry in west Michigan reflect 
conditions similar to the MADA Index.  total furniture 
manufacturing employment in the Grand Rapids–Wyoming 
metropolitan area was essentially unchanged during the 
third quarter at 6,000.  Although current levels represent an 
increase over 2010 levels, the regions’s furniture industry 
employment numbers remain far below the peak level of 
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BATTLE CREEK MSA
A Troubling Decline in Service-Providing Employment
Total employment in Calhoun County declined by 2.3 
percent during the third quarter.  Although both the goods-
producing sector and the government sector added jobs, it 
was not enough to offset the substantial cuts that occurred 
in the service-providing sector. As a result, the region’s 
unemployment rate ticked up to 9.2 percent; however, the 
rise in the unemployment rate was tempered by a reduction 
in the number of unemployed residents, which suggests that 
some gave up searching for work and left the labor market. 
Unfortunately, regional economic indicators were mixed, 
which would indicate that improving conditions are not 
imminent.
An examination of long-term employment trends illustrates 
the magnitude of the reduction in employment in the 
professional and business services sector, which was the 
largest source of private service–providing job losses during 
the third quarter.  As shown in the accompanying chart of five-
year indexed employment, professional and business services 
employment had actually recovered to prerecession levels in 
2010 and early 2011, only to fall to a new low during the 
past few months, perhaps because companies are beginning 
to hire their temporary workers, thus reducing the number of 
persons counted in professional and business services. With 
the exception of education and health care services, which 
also saw a large dip in recent months, the other featured 
sectors mostly held steady or posted modest gains during the 
same period.
Goods-producing employment experienced a modest 0.7 
percent upswing last quarter.  In an encouraging sign, the 
construction and mining sector joined the manufacturing 
sector in positive territory. Construction and mining 
employment rose by 20 workers, a 1.2 percent gain, which, 
although small, represents a nice turnaround after a roughly 
10 percent loss during the second quarter. 
Manufacturing employment rose by 0.7 percent last quarter, 
as both durable and nondurable goods producers added 
workers.  over the past year, local manufacturers have led 
the area’s employment growth, registering a net increase of 
270 workers.  Additionally, recent business reports suggest 
that the manufacturing resurgence is set to continue into next 
year.  Last quarter, automotive supplier tenneco announced 
plans to hire 135 new workers at its Marshall facility by 
June.  Also, pulverDryer USA, which builds specialty waste 
drying machinery, is planning to add up to 70 workers at its 
Springfield plant.
Unfortunately, the third quarter was particularly rough for 
the private service–providing sector, which shed nearly 1,500 
jobs.  Almost all of the reductions occurred in two industries: 
1) private educational and health services and 2) professional 
and business services.  the professional and business 
services sector, which had previously been boosted by the 
strength of the administrative and support services industry, 
lost 690 workers during the quarter. Employment in private 
educational and health care services plunged by 800 as a result 
of a summer downturn that was larger than usual. Retail trade 
also posted an 80-job loss during the period, which helped 
pull down overall employment in the trade, transportation, 
and utilities sector by 1.0 percent.
other service-providing sectors showed more modest 
movement during the third quarter. the leisure and hospitality 
sector added 80 workers, and employment in the “other 
services” category increased by 10.  Employment in the 
financial activities sector was flat. In public services, total 
government employment rose by 1.4 percent, a 140-job gain; 
however, the year-long trend in government employment 
remained negative overall.
Capping off a disappointing third quarter in Calhoun County 
was a mixed reading of the region’s limited economic 
indicators. the market for new residential housing, as 
measured by contracts for new dwelling units, remains 
severely depressed in the region. on the plus side, the number 
of initial claims for unemployment insurance actually declined 
by 21.2 percent during the quarter, which suggests slowing 
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2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 53,880 55,140 -2.3 56,020 -3.8
Goods-producing 12,380 12,290 0.7 12,170 1.7
    Construction and mining 1,630 1,610 1.2 1,690 -3.6
    Manufacturing 10,750 10,680 0.7 10,480 2.6
          Durable goods 7,190 7,180 0.1 6,990 2.9
          Nondurable goods 3,560 3,500 1.7 3,490 2.0
private service–providinga 31,000 32,490 -4.6 33,080 -6.3
    trade, transportation, and utilities 8,910 9,000 -1.0 8,980 -0.8
          Retail trade 5,670 5,750 -1.4 5,800 -2.2
    Financial activities 1,290 1,290 0.0 1,360 -5.1
    professional and business services 5,360 6,050 -11.4 6,090 -12.0
    Educational and health services 8,660 9,460 -8.5 9,810 -11.7
    Leisure and hospitality 4,480 4,400 1.8 4,540 -1.3
    other services 2,300 2,290 0.4 2,300 0.0
Government 10,500 10,360 1.4 10,770 -2.5
Unemployment
Number unemployed 5,900 6,020 -2.0 7,230 -18.4
Unemployment rate (%) 9.2 9.1 10.7
Local indexes
UI initial claims 245 311 -21.2 237 3.4
New dwelling unitsb 10 15 -33.3 21 -52.4
NotES: Categories may not sum to total because of rounding.
   a Data for information services is included in the "other services" sector.
   b Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Battle Creek MSA
Industry Employment Change by Place of Work, First Quarter to First Quarter
(not seasonally adjusted)
2011 2010 Percent 2011 2010 Percent
Industry Q1 Q1 change Industry Q1 Q1 change
Goods-producing    Ambulatory health care services 2,930 2,840 3.2
Food manufacturing 2,330 2,380 -2.1 Arts, entertainment, and recreation 460 510 -9.8
Fabricated metal products mfg. 1,770 1,480 19.6 Accommodation and food services 3,720 3,770 -1.3
transportation equipment mfg. 3,820 3,630 5.2    Food services and drinking places 3,430 3,510 -2.3
Private service–providing
professional and technical services 2,350 2,250 4.4 Government
Administrative and support services 3,210 2,490 28.9 Federal government 2,890 3,000 -3.7
Educational services 1,340 1,260 6.3 State government 400 410 -2.4
health care and social assistance 8,050 7,940 1.4 Local government 6,810 6,910 -1.4
SoURCE: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth, QCEW/ES-202 data.
SoURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill Information Systems
  Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
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GRAND RAPIDS–WYOMING MSA
A Quarter of Widespread and Healthy Employment Gains
Employment in the Grand Rapids–Wyoming metropolitan 
area increased by 1.5 percent last quarter, as private 
sector employers added over 5,000 workers.  Growth was 
widespread, and only the government sector posted a 
significant loss for the period.  The hiring also helped reduce 
the number of unemployed persons in the region, and it 
pushed the unemployment rate down to 8.3 percent, the lowest 
rate in west Michigan. Adding to the good news was a mostly 
positive outlook from regional economic indicators, although 
the residential construction market remains sluggish.
The accompanying chart of indexed five-year employment 
shows how growth patterns have been highly varied in the 
region.  Employment in both the professional and business 
services sector and the educational and health care sector have 
fully recovered from the recession and have even reached new 
highs, while both government and the trade, transportation, 
and utilities sector (of which a majority of jobs are in retail) 
have steadily declined over the past five years.  Also, while 
manufacturing has recently become a leading growth sector, 
the overall number of manufacturing sector workers remains 
far below earlier levels.
Goods-producing employment rose by 0.7 percent during the 
third quarter as a result of very modest manufacturing growth 
combined with a sharp jump in mining and construction 
sector employment.  During the three-month period, mining 
and construction employers added 460 workers, for a second 
consecutive quarter of strong growth despite declining 
housing starts. Manufacturing employment increased by only 
0.1 percent. Durable goods producers added 130 jobs during 
the period, but the gain was partially offset by a 40-job loss 
among nondurable goods producers.
overall, though, the outlook for manufacturing is still quite 
good.  the most recent Manpower Employment outlook 
survey indicated that local job prospects would be best in 
durable goods manufacturing, followed by nondurable goods 
manufacturing.  Recent news reports have also been positive. 
Amway is building a new facility to manufacture powdered 
drink products, which is expected to open in early 2012 with 
around 50 new workers. Also, Grand Rapids plastics recently
announced plans to expand its operations and add 20 new 
workers.
Employment in the region’s private service–providing sector 
posted a nice 2.0 percent increase in the third quarter, which 
equates to more than 5,200 jobs. the strongest growth has 
been happening in professional and business services, private 
education and health care, and leisure and hospitality: during 
the last quarter, each of the aforementioned industries added 
more than one thousand new workers. Local business reports 
also offer signs that the growth will continue. Recently, 
Booking.com announced plans to add up to 562 more jobs 
at its current 396-worker call center in Wyoming, and 
Meijer announced plans to hire 25 employees to staff a new 
food packing and distribution center in Grandville. Most 
other service industries have also made gains recently. 
the exceptions were the wholesale trade industry and the 
information industry, which shed 90 jobs and 10 jobs, 
respectively.
Government has been the region’s one source of employment 
weakness during recent months. total government 
employment declined by 1.0 percent during the quarter and 
was down by 5.2 percent, or 1,820 workers, compared to last 
year.
Economic indicators for the region remain mostly positive. 
The most recent employment survey from the staffing 
company Manpower indicates that local employers will hire 
“at a healthy pace” during the final months of 2011. Also, 
the number of initial claims for unemployment insurance 
continued to improve last quarter, with an 8.5 percent decline 
over the previous three-month period. the only downside 
indicator was the number of contracts for new dwelling units, 
which fell by 10.4 percent. Unfortunately, even in the current 
environment of improved hiring conditions, the residential 
housing market remains depressed, as excess inventory and 
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2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 373,580 368,140 1.5 365,060 2.3
Goods-producing 74,560 74,010 0.7 72,160 3.3
    Construction and mining 13,360 12,900 3.6 12,960 3.1
    Manufacturing 61,200 61,110 0.1 59,200 3.4
        Durable goods 40,830 40,700 0.3 38,890 5.0
        Nondurable goods 20,370 20,410 -0.2 20,310 0.3
private service–providing 266,000 260,760 2.0 258,060 3.1
   trade, transportation, and utilities 65,640 65,520 0.2 66,810 -1.8
        transportation and utilities 9,480 9,370 1.2 9,380 1.1
        Wholesale trade 20,270 20,360 -0.4 20,540 -1.3
        Retail trade 35,890 35,790 0.3 36,890 -2.7
    Information 4,690 4,700 -0.2 4,630 1.3
    Financial activities 19,070 18,930 0.7 18,940 0.7
    professional and business services 61,920 59,990 3.2 55,830 10.9
    Educational and health services 64,600 62,860 2.8 63,000 2.5
    Leisure and hospitality 32,660 31,400 4.0 31,530 3.6
    other services 17,420 17,360 0.3 17,320 0.6
Government 33,020 33,370 -1.0 34,840 -5.2
Unemployment
Number unemployed 32,380 32,890 -1.6 39,090 -17.2
Unemployment rate (%) 8.3 8.5 10.1
Local indexes
UI initial claims 793 867 -8.5 864 -8.2
New dwelling unitsa 729 814 -10.4 807 -9.7
NotE: Categories may not sum to total because of rounding.  
   a Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
SoURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill 
   Information Systems Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
Grand Rapids–Wyoming MSA
Industry Employment Change by Place of Work, First Quarter to First Quarter
(not seasonally adjusted)
2011 2010 Percent 2011 2010 Percent
Industry Q1 Q1 change Industry Q1 Q1 change
Goods-producing health care and social assistance 50,320 49,770 1.1
Food manufacturing 6,860 6,350 8.0    Ambulatory health care services 15,440 14,920 3.5
Chemical manufacturing 4,090 3,890 5.1    hospitals 20,540 20,670 -0.6
plastics and rubber products mfg. 5,890 5,100 15.5 Arts, entertainment, and recreation 3,490 3,340 4.5
Fabricated metal products mfg. 6,190 5,510 12.3 Accommodation and food services 26,240 26,080 0.6
Machinery manufacturing 7,090 6,590 7.6    Food services and drinking places 24,070 23,990 0.3
transportation equipment mfg. 8,890 8,530 4.2 Government
Furniture and related products mfg. 5,840 5,440 7.4 Federal government 3,280 3,400 -3.5
Private service–providing State government 3,070 3,210 -4.4
professional and technical services 14,380 14,210 1.2 Local government 26,980 27,490 -1.9
Administrative and support services 35,940 28,030 28.2
Educational services 9,250 9,100 1.6
SoURCE: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth, QCEW/ES-202 data.
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HOLLAND–GRAND HAVEN MSA
Strong Employment Growth Takes Hold
Employment in Ottawa County jumped by 2.7 percent last 
quarter.  Growth was widespread across nearly all sectors, 
with the exception of a small dip in professional and business 
services employment.  Not surprisingly, conditions have been 
improving rapidly for the region’s workers: the unemployment 
rate fell to 8.4 percent during the quarter, and the overall 
number of unemployed persons was down by 21.3 percent 
compared to the same time last year. The region’s limited 
economic indicators also turned positive during the period.
As shown in the accompanying chart of five-year indexed 
employment change for select industries, recent growth 
trends are widespread. the strongest performers have been 
professional and business services, as well as the private 
education and health services sector.  Manufacturing 
employment, which has been growing, still remains far below 
prerecession levels, however.
the goods-producing sector posted a nice 1.5 percent 
gain during the quarter, equal to 500 jobs. the region’s 
large manufacturing sector added the greatest number of 
workers, 350; however, the 4.0 percent growth in mining and 
construction employment was larger in percentage terms.  the 
150-job gain in construction and mining was also noteworthy, 
since it represented the second consecutive quarter of strong 
growth in the industry.  Additionally, even the residential 
housing market has been showing signs of life, as indicated 
by a 9.2 percent increase in contracts for new dwelling units.
Manufacturing news reports have also been very promising. 
Recently, Continental Dairy announced plans to open a 
new plant that will employ between 70 and 100 workers. In 
automotive, Benteler Aluminium Systems has plans to hire 
67 new workers to help the company keep up with demand 
for bumpers.  Also, S2 Yachts has taken on a new contract 
to build boats for a Netherlands-based company, resulting in 
70 new positions locally. Finally, Gentex continues to place 
billboards throughout the region advertising job openings.
private service–providing employment rose by 2.2 percent 
last quarter, a strong 1,250-job gain. Growth was widespread 
across nearly all service industries, with the exception of 
professional and business services, which shed 80 jobs. the 
largest increase occurred in trade, transportation, and utilities; 
that sector grew by 3.2 percent, an increase of 510 jobs.  the 
retail industry, which is a part of the trade, transportation, 
and utilities industry, did not perform as well but managed 
to add 140 jobs. other large gainers included educational and 
health services, which added 290 workers, and leisure and 
hospitality, which added 230 workers. In the news, Novo 1, a 
call center, announced plans to add 100 more workers, which 
should help to further boost employment levels in the service-
providing sector.
Government employment expanded by 7.1 percent during 
the third quarter, a gain of more than 1,100 jobs. the strong 
increase separates the region from most other areas of west 
Michigan, where public-sector employment trends have been 
weak or negative. Unfortunately, the county’s government 
employment statistics have been plagued in the past with 
major employment swings that were later revised lower.
Economic indicators for the holland metropolitan area are 
limited but point in a generally positive direction. Initial 
claims for unemployment insurance declined by 11.6 percent 
during the quarter, which reflects an ongoing decrease in 
layoff activity. the residential housing market also improved 
slightly, as illustrated by the 9.2 percent increase in the 
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Industry Employment Change by Place of Work, First Quarter to First Quarter
(not seasonally adjusted)
2011 2010 Percent 2011 2010 Percent
Industry Q1 Q1 change Industry Q1 Q1 change
Goods-producing health care and social assistance 8,920 8,340 7.0
Food manufacturing 3,160 3,090 2.3    Ambulatory health care services 3,910 3,840 1.8
Fabricated metal products mfg. 4,480 3,600 24.4 Arts, entertainment, and recreation 610 620 -1.6
Machinery manufacturing 1,980 1,870 5.9 Accommodation and food services 6,740 6,630 1.7
transportation equipment mfg. 3,700 3,960 -6.6    Food services and drinking places 6,180 6,170 0.2
Furniture and related products mfg. 4,730 4,790 -1.3 Government
Private service–providing Federal government 420 440 -4.5
professional and technical services 3,120 2,960 5.4 State government 2,860 2,590 10.4
Administrative and support services 8,110 5,910 37.2 Local government 10,320 10,350 -0.3
Educational services 2,070 2,060 0.5
SoURCE: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth, QCEW/ES-202 data.
Holland–Grand Haven MSA
(seasonally adjusted)
2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 107,940 105,080 2.7 104,330 3.5
Goods-producing 34,220 33,720 1.5 32,940 3.9
    Construction and mining 3,890 3,740 4.0 3,920 -0.8
    Manufacturing 30,330 29,980 1.2 29,020 4.5
private service–providing 56,940 55,690 2.2 55,520 2.6
    trade, transportation, and utilities 16,270 15,760 3.2 15,880 2.5
        Retail trade 8,990 8,850 1.6 8,990 0.0
    Information 740 690 7.2 740 0.0
    Financial activities 3,190 3,080 3.6 3,060 4.2
    professional and business services 11,670 11,750 -0.7 11,350 2.8
    Educational and health services 11,980 11,690 2.5 11,660 2.7
    Leisure and hospitality 8,170 7,940 2.9 8,140 0.4
    other services 4,920 4,780 2.9 4,690 4.9
Government 16,780 15,670 7.1 15,870 5.7
Unemployment
Number unemployed 10,840 10,930 -0.8 13,770 -21.3
Unemployment rate (%) 8.4 8.6 10.6
Local indexes
UI initial claims 298 337 -11.6 376 -20.7
New dwelling unitsa 403 369 9.2 365 10.4
NotE:  Categories may not sum to total because of rounding.
   a Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
SoURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill Information
   Systems Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
KALAMAZOO-PORTAGE MSA
Robust Employment Gains in Services Are Driving Growth
Total employment in the Kalamazoo-Portage metropolitan 
area increased by 2.0 percent last quarter.  The nearly 
2,800-worker gain was entirely driven by the strength of the 
private service–providing sector, while employment in both the 
goods-producing sector and government declined modestly. 
The unemployment rate also improved slightly during the 
quarter, with a 0.1 point decline to 8.7 percent. Fortunately, 
regional economic indicators have turned positive, which 
suggests that improving conditions should persist during the 
next few months.
The accompanying chart of five-year indexed employment 
trends shows how far the region still has to go to recover, 
despite recent improvements.  Of the five sectors included 
in the chart, only private educational and health services 
employment has risen significantly above its 2006 level. 
Manufacturing, which has recently posted strong growth in 
other regions, has been on a mostly downward trajectory in 
the Kalamazoo-portage metropolitan area, likely because it is 
not as tied to the auto industry.
Goods-producing employment declined by 0.2 percent during 
the third quarter. Although the 50-job loss was modest, the 
performance was disappointing after the strong growth the 
region had experienced during the previous quarter.
on the plus side, mining and construction employment growth 
was strong:  the sector added 120 workers for a 2.4 percent 
gain. Unfortunately, losses in the region’s larger manufacturing 
sector more than offset the growth in construction and mining 
jobs. the source of the cuts was in nondurable goods, where 
employers struggled during the quarter and eliminated 190 
positions. 
one cause of declining nondurable-goods manufacturing 
employment has been recent downturns at two of the region’s 
larger food processing companies.  During the third quarter, 
the Welch’s grape juice factory in Lawton laid off 150 workers, 
as the company moved work to a plant in pennsylvania. Also, 
Coca-Cola cut 80 jobs at its Minute Maid juice-making plant 
in paw paw during the same period. It wasn’t all bad news, 
however, as Graphic packaging, a maker of paper packaging 
products, announced that it is expanding activity at its 
Kalamazoo plant and adding 38 new jobs.
Fortunately, the region’s service-providing sector experienced 
strong growth during the quarter with a net gain of nearly 
3,000 jobs. Growth was widespread, and all major service 
industries reported employment increases during the three-
month period. Leading the charge was retail trade, which 
saw its workforce swell by 1,100 for a robust 7.5 percent 
gain. the leisure and hospitality sector also did well and saw 
employment increase by 3.6 percent, equal to 550 jobs.
Government employment fell by 0.5 percent during the 
quarter, a 100-job loss.  Between the first quarter of 2010 
and the first quarter of 2011, public employment at local and 
federal agencies declined while state government, which is 
dominated by Western Michigan University staff, increased 
by 2.7 percent.
Although economic indicators for the region are limited, both 
moved in a positive direction over the past three months. 
Initial claims for unemployment insurance fell by 5.0 percent, 
which suggests that fewer workers are being laid off.  Also, 
contracts for new dwelling units increased by 89.6 percent, 
which indicates improvement in the residential housing 
market. however, because much of the growth in residential 
housing activity occurred during a one-month spike in activity, 
it is too early to tell whether the uptick indicates a true jump 
in widespread demand, or whether the increase is simply the 
result of a major one-time contract for a new condominium 





















































2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Five-Year Employment Trend for Select Industries, 












2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 140,830 138,060 2.0 136,100 3.5
Goods-producing 23,120 23,170 -0.2 23,100 0.1
    Construction and mining 5,030 4,910 2.4 4,750 5.9
    Manufacturing 18,090 18,260 -0.9 18,350 -1.4
        Durable goods 10,130 10,110 0.2 10,050 0.8
        Nondurable goods 7,960 8,150 -2.3 8,300 -4.1
private service–providing 95,860 92,940 3.1 90,630 5.8
   trade, transportation, and utilities 24,980 23,570 6.0 23,280 7.3
        transportation and utilities 3,740 3,600 3.9 3,500 6.9
        Wholesale trade 5,390 5,220 3.3 5,190 3.9
        Retail trade 15,850 14,750 7.5 14,590 8.6
    Information 1,400 1,390 0.7 1,400 0.0
    Financial activities 7,780 7,620 2.1 7,620 2.1
    professional and business services 15,560 15,240 2.1 14,480 7.5
    Educational and health services 23,180 22,880 1.3 22,300 3.9
    Leisure and hospitality 16,030 15,480 3.6 14,950 7.2
    other services 6,930 6,760 2.5 6,600 5.0
Government 21,850 21,950 -0.5 22,370 -2.3
Unemployment
Number unemployed 14,700 14,900 -1.3 17,610 -16.5
Unemployment rate (%) 8.7 8.8 10.5
Local indexes
UI initial claims 284 299 -5.0 314 -9.6
New dwelling unitsa 474 250 89.6 340 39.4
NotE: Categories may not sum to total because of rounding.  
a Seasonally adjusted annual rates; does not include Van Buren County dwelling permit data.
SoURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill Information
  Systems Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
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Kalamazoo-Portage MSA
Industry Employment Change by Place of Work, First Quarter to First Quarter
(not seasonally adjusted)
2011 2010 Percent 2011 2010 Percent
Industry Q1 Q1 change Industry Q1 Q1 change
Goods-producing health care and social assistance 18,720 18,860 -0.7
Food manufacturing 1,510 1,540 -1.9    Ambulatory health care services 6,290 6,520 -3.5
paper manufacturing 1,840 1,950 -5.6    hospitals 6,670 6,560 1.7
Fabricated metal products mfg. 1,790 1,640 9.1 Arts, entertainment, and recreation 1,440 1,710 -15.8
Machinery manufacturing 1,950 1,840 6.0 Accommodation and food services 12,150 12,600 -3.6
transportation equipment mfg. 1,880 2,020 -6.9    Food services and drinking places 10,670 11,260 -5.2
Private service–providing Government
professional and technical services 5,130 5,400 -5.0 Federal Government 1,010 1,160 -12.9
Administrative and support services 7,080 5,750 23.1 State Government 4,170 4,060 2.7
Educational services 2,350 2,310 1.7 Local Government 13,400 13,460 -0.4
SoURCE: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth, QCEW/ES-202 data.
MUSKEGON–NORTON SHORES MSA
Yet Another Quarter of Modest Growth Led by Manufacturing
Total employment in Muskegon County increased by 0.3 percent 
last quarter.  The goods-producing sector experienced healthy 
growth; however, private service–providing employment fell, 
and the government sector posted only a modest uptick. The 
region’s unemployment rate improved slightly to 10.4 percent, 
although the overall level remains high relative to other areas 
of west Michigan. Regional economic indicators are limited 
but suggest that conditions will continue to slowly improve.
Unfortunately, despite recent growth, employment in most 
major sectors remains below prerecession levels.  Among 
the five sectors shown in the accompanying chart, only 
educational and health services has experienced a net job gain 
over the past five years. In terms of growth since the end of 
the recession, manufacturing has grown the fastest, although 
the overall level of employment remains below peak levels.
During the third quarter, job gains in manufacturing as 
well as in the construction and mining sector pushed up 
goods-producing employment by 1.8 percent. In percentage 
terms, the 5.5 percent increase in mining and construction 
employment was the largest of any sector in the region. 
Compared to one year ago, however, employment in the 
mining and construction sector was flat.
Manufacturers have been the source of most of the region’s 
growth over the past year. During the third quarter, 
manufacturing employment increased by 1.3 percent, a nice 
140-job gain. Although growth has been widespread across 
manufacturing industries, the region’s foundries have been 
particularly strong. Between the first quarter of 2010 and the 
first quarter of 2011, primary metals employment jumped by 
16.7 percent, an increase of 500 jobs.  Additionally, Eagle 
Alloy announced that it is hiring 155 new workers to handle 
increased business at its local steel foundry, which should 
further boost primary metals employment over the next 
few months. In other good news, Johnson Controls, which 
supplies the aerospace industry, recently announced plans to 
add 40 new workers at the company’s Norton Shores facility.
Unfortunately, service firms have not done as well in the 
Muskegon area as in other parts of west Michigan.  private 
service-providing employment fell by 0.2 percent during the 
third quarter and was down compared to the previous year 
as well.  performance across individual service industries 
has been mixed. the largest loss occurred in leisure and 
hospitality employment, which lost 190 workers. on the 
upside, educational and health services employment rose 
by 100 workers, and professional and business services 
employers added 60 jobs. Employment changes in the other 
service sectors were modest. 
Government employment rose by 0.6 percent last quarter, 
a modest 50-job increase. over the long term, however, the 
trend in public sector employment has been mostly negative. 
Between the first quarter of 2010 and the first quarter of 2011, 
federal, state, and local government agencies all posted job 
losses in the region.
Economic indicators for the region suggest that modest 
growth is likely to continue in the near term. Layoff activity 
appeared to slow slightly during the third quarter, as indicated 
by the small decrease in initial claims for unemployment 
insurance.  Also, contracts for new dwelling units rose by 76.4 
percent during the period, which suggests that the market for 
new homes is improving.  Additionally, the underlying data 
suggest that the increase in contracts has been slow and steady, 
which reduces the likelihood that a one-time event, such as a 
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Five-Year Employment Trend for Select Industries 
Indexed to 2006 Average
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Industry Employment Change by Place of Work, First Quarter to First Quarter
(not seasonally adjusted)
2011 2010 Percent 2011 2010 Percent
Industry Q1 Q1 change Industry Q1 Q1 change
Goods-producing health care and social assistance 9,850 9,590 2.7
primary metal manufacturing 3,500 3,000 16.7    Ambulatory health care services 3,200 3,170 0.9
Fabricated metal products mfg. 2,290 2,100 9.0    hospitals 3,520 3,520 0.0
Machinery manufacturing 1,150 1,380 -16.7 Arts, entertainment, and recreation 650 650 0.0
transportation equipment mfg. 850 740 14.9 Accommodation and food services 5,010 4,860 3.1
Private service–producing    Food services and drinking places 4,740 4,580 3.5
professional and technical services 960 950 1.1 Government
Administrative and support services 1,750 1,240 41.1 Federal government 340 400 -15.0
Educational services 1,010 980 3.1 State government 1,040 1,100 -5.5
Local government 6,830 7,090 -3.7
SoURCE: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth, QCEW/ES-202 data.
Muskegon–Norton Shores MSA
(seasonally adjusted)
2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 58,520 58,340 0.3 58,700 -0.3
Goods-producing 12,150 11,930 1.8 11,680 4.0
    Construction and mining 1,530 1,450 5.5 1,530 0.0
    Manufacturing 10,620 10,480 1.3 10,150 4.6
private service–providing 37,920 38,010 -0.2 38,450 -1.4
    trade, transportation, and utilities 13,380 13,390 -0.1 13,220 1.2
        Retail trade 10,930 10,920 0.1 10,840 0.8
    Information 790 810 -2.5 800 -1.3
    Financial activities 1,800 1,790 0.6 1,770 1.7
    professional and business services 2,720 2,660 2.3 2,650 2.6
    Educational and health services 11,240 11,140 0.9 11,070 1.5
    Leisure and hospitality 5,590 5,780 -3.3 6,410 -12.8
    other services 2,400 2,440 -1.6 2,530 -5.1
Government 8,450 8,400 0.6 8,570 -1.4
Unemployment
Number unemployed 8,550 8,680 -1.5 10,720 -20.2
Unemployment rate (%) 10.4 10.5 12.7
Local indexes
UI initial claims 306 313 -2.2 310 -1.3
New dwelling unitsa 97 55 76.4 96 1.0
NotE: Categories may not sum to total because of rounding. 
   a Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
SoURCE:  W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill Information
  Systems Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
NILES–BENTON HARBOR MSA
Still Waiting for the Growth Seen Elsewhere
Berrien County employment declined by 0.2 percent during 
the third quarter.  Although goods-producing employers and 
government agencies added jobs, those gains were more than 
offset by a sizable reduction in private service–providing 
employment.  Despite the small overall job loss, the region’s 
unemployment rate held steady at 10.2 percent, which 
suggests that some job seekers may have become discouraged 
and no longer actively seeking employment during the period. 
Regional economic indicators remained mixed during the 
quarter.
the long-term trends in select Berrien County industries 
vary from what has been seen in many other parts of west 
Michigan. For one thing, government employment has risen 
over the past five years.  Professional and business services 
employment has also been particularly strong and is now 
up significantly compared to 2006, despite recent losses. 
Manufacturing employment has slowly risen but remains 
down compared to five years ago.
Employment in the region’s goods-producing sector rose by 
0.8 percent during the quarter. the mining and construction 
sector posted a robust 5.2 percent gain, good for 90 jobs, 
while the manufacturing sector inched up slightly and 
added 20 jobs.  Despite a languishing local market for new 
home construction, the mining and construction sector 
has undergone a healthy recovery and is up by 9.0 percent 
compared to last year. In manufacturing, employment gains 
were widespread during the year-long period that ended in the 
first quarter, even though recent growth has been only modest. 
Impressive employment gains were recorded in the county’s 
fabricated metals and transportation equpment manufacturers.
the service-providing sector struggled during the third 
quarter as 430 jobs disappeared. Employment reductions were 
widespread, and only the educational and health services sector 
was able to post a gain for the period, with 270 added jobs. 
the leisure and hospitality sector was hard hit for the second 
quarter in a row and eliminated 350 workers. Employment in 
professional and business services, which has previously been 
an area of strength for the region, fell by 1.5 percent during 
the quarter; however, the sector’s workforce still remains up 
relative to the same time last year. Unfortunately, Whirlpool’s 
recently announced plans to reduce its global workforce by 
5,000 workers will likely impact the headquarters operations 
in some way during the final months of the year. However, at 
publication time the local impact of employment changes at 
Whirlpool, if any, had not yet been announced.
Government employment increased by 2.0 percent during the 
third quarter, a 170-job gain. The growth likely reflects gains 
at the Four Winds casino, which is classified in the data as a 
public employer because of its unique tribal ownership status. 
Between the first quarter of 2010 and the first quarter of 2011, 
job losses were widespread across federal, state, and local 
government agencies.
Economic indicators for the region have turned mixed, which 
suggests that conditions could go either way next quarter. 
one consistent issue of concern is the market for new housing 
units, which remains depressed. Contracts for new dwelling 
units declined by 26.3 percent during the quarter and remain 
stuck at a historically low level. on the upside, initial claims 
for unemployment insurance shrank by 19.1 percent during 
the third quarter, which marks a promising turnaround from 
the increase observed during the second quarter. Declining UI 
claims are usually a sign that layoff activity has slowed; and 
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Industry Employment Change by Place of Work, First Quarter to First Quarter
(not seasonally adjusted)
2011 2010 Percent 2011 2010 Percent
Industry Q1 Q1 change Industry Q1 Q1 change
Goods-producing health care and social assistance 7,220 7,280 -0.8
primary metal manufacturing 940 860 9.3    Ambulatory health care services 2,240 2,340 -4.3
Fabricated metal products mfg. 1,670 1,430 16.8 Arts, entertainment, and recreation 450 460 -2.2
Machinery manufacturing 1,530 1,420 7.7 Accommodation and food services 4,620 4,730 -2.3
transportation equipment mfg. 1,200 930 29.0    Food services and drinking places 4,130 4,240 -2.6
Private service–providing Government
professional and technical services 1,430 1,360 5.1 Federal government 340 360 -5.6
Administrative and support services 3,920 3,380 16.0 State government 350 380 -7.9
Educational services 1,300 1,260 3.2 Local government 7,830 7,960 -1.6
SoURCE: Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth, QCEW/ES-202 data.
Niles–Benton Harbor MSA
(seasonally adjusted)
2011 2011 % change, 2010 % change,
Measure Q3 Q2 Q2 to Q3 Q3 Q3 to Q3
Employment (by place of work)
total nonfarm employment 60,180 60,330 -0.2 60,920 -1.2
Goods-producing 13,560 13,450 0.8 13,280 2.1
    Construction and mining 1,810 1,720 5.2 1,660 9.0
    Manufacturing 11,750 11,730 0.2 11,620 1.1
private service–providing 37,750 38,180 -1.1 38,580 -2.2
    trade, transportation, and utilities 10,420 10,560 -1.3 10,560 -1.3
        Retail trade 6,450 6,540 -1.4 6,650 -3.0
    Information 600 610 -1.6 600 0.0
    Financial activities 2,090 2,160 -3.2 2,220 -5.9
    professional and business services 7,160 7,270 -1.5 6,790 5.4
    Educational and health services 9,870 9,610 2.7 9,610 2.7
    Leisure and hospitality 4,900 5,250 -6.7 6,130 -20.1
    other services 2,710 2,720 -0.4 2,670 1.5
Government 8,870 8,700 2.0 9,060 -2.1
Unemployment
Number unemployed 7,650 7,780 -1.7 9,200 -16.8
Unemployment rate (%) 10.2 10.2 11.9
Local indexes
UI initial claims 174 215 -19.1 211 -17.5
New dwelling unitsa 42 57 -26.3 143 -70.6
NotE: Categories may not sum to total because of rounding.
   a Seasonally adjusted annual rates.
SoURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.  Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw-hill Information
   Systems Company; and on employment data from the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor, and Economic Growth.
PURCHASING MANAGERS INDEX
purchasing managers are still reporting growth conditions 
in west Michigan; however, the pace has moderated slightly. 
In the Grand Rapids area “moderate growth” is continuing, 
while conditions are “modestly positive” in the Kalamazoo 
area. that is the latest assessment from Brian Long, author of 
Current Business Trends, a monthly report on the outlook of 
local purchasing managers.
As shown in the chart below, the Grand Rapids–area 
composite purchasing managers index slipped last quarter. 
the overall index reading remained above 50, the minimum 
level that indicates growth; however, the latest reading 
represents an 11-month low. Underlying data indicate that 
one in five survey respondents experienced sales declines in 
September, which has likely reduced confidence somewhat. 
on the plus side, only 8 percent of area purchasing managers 
reported employment declines, and only 4 percent reported 
supplier lead-time reductions, which suggests that production 
lines remain busy for the time being.  
the Kalamazoo-area composite purchasing managers index 
remained steady during the last quarter at a level that indicates 
continued healthy growth.  The number of firms that reported 
a drop in new orders unfortunately rose to nearly one in four 
during September, and several respondents noted that there 
had been a strong seasonal slowdown. overall, the situation 
remains positive, and roughly one-third of purchasing 
managers reported increases in production and employment 
levels during September.
Battle Creek MSA
Automotive supplier tenneco plans to hire 135 additional 
workers by June.
pulverDryer USA, a maker of waste drying machinery, 
announced plans to add 50 to 70 new workers during the 
next year. 
Grand Rapids–Wyoming MSA
Meijer Inc. is creating a new food processing, packaging, 
and distribution center that will employ 25 new workers.
the Booking.com call center plans to add 59 workers next 
year and up to 562 new jobs over the next five years.  
Grand Rapids plastics Inc. is adding 20 new jobs.
Amway is adding a new powdered-drink manufacturing line 
and is currently hiring 50 new workers.
Holland MSA
Continental Dairy is opening a new plant in Coopersville 
that will employ between 70 and 100 workers.
Benteler Aluminium Systems Michigan Inc., announced 
plans to hire 67 workers.
the Novo 1 call center in holland plans to add another 100 
workers during the last few months of the year.
S2 Yachts, which manufactures tiara Yachts, has been 
in the process of adding 70 workers to handle work from 
Netherlands-based boat builder Zeelander Yachts.
Kalamazoo-Portage MSA
Graphic packaging announced plans to add 38 workers at its 
carton manufacturing plant.
In Van Buren County, 80 positions were cut at the Minute 
Maid juice plant, and Welch’s laid off 150 workers. 
Muskegon–Norton Shores MSA
Eagle Alloy is currently expanding its foundry operations 
in Egleston township and expects to hire 155 new workers.
Johnson Controls recently broke ground on a $4 million 
expansion in Norton Shores and expects to add 40 new jobs.
Niles–Benton Harbor
Whirlpool announced plans to elimate 5,000 jobs in North 
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